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Within the next four years, more than 42% of the global workforce will be mobile1.
Is your agency prepared? At Iron Bow Technologies, we help you support today’s changing
workplace and enable your users to securely work when, where and however they need.

BETTER TOGETHER
By partnering with HP, Intel and Microsoft, we provide sleek, do-it-all devices that help your agency
securely meet the demands of today’s varying workstyles.
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HP tablets, laptops and
workstations bring simple
design, integrated security
and collaboration features
together to allow users to
work how they want to

Intel Core Processors
maximize efﬁciency to
enable devices with a
thin, compact proﬁle
that don’t compromise
battery life or
overall performance

Microsoft Windows 10
provides a consistent
user experience, familiar
apps and built-in features
to keep your work secure
and always available

Our trusted partnerships
with these companies,
engineering expertise and
years of experience in the
public sector is what truly
brings it all together

HOW ARE OTHER AGENCIES
BENEFITTING?
Powered by the latest Intel processors and running on Microsoft’s best ever operating system, HP devices are
trusted in the public sector and offer your agency numerous beneﬁts.

Sleek designs

that support mobility,
as well as the needs
of diverse workspaces
and modern workstyles

Built-in security

such as intrusion protection
and facial/ﬁngerprint
recognition to better meet
federal requirements

Improved collaboration

through crystal-clear sound,
touch screen functionality
and Ofﬁce 365 apps

Simplified management
so IT can more securely
manage digital diversity
and personal
device preferences

THE VALUE OF A PARTNER LIKE
IRON BOW
Our solutions from HP, Intel and Microsoft enable us to bridge your technology gaps. Through custom
mobility and workspace solutions, we help you support your modern workforce.

STRONG.
3+ decades of experience
in the public sector enables
us to deploy solutions right,
the ﬁrst time

FLEXIBLE.
Collaborative, customer-ﬁrst
approach and a variety of
contract vehicles for
streamlined procurement

TARGETED.
Mobility and workspace solutions
designed around your mission and
unique business or operational goals

WANT TO
TO LEARN
LEARN
WANT

MORE?
Reach out today to schedule an in-person or virtual meeting. Our experts will guide you on how HP
devices can improve security, allow for seamless collaboration and better support the demands of today’s
varying workstyles.

WWW.IRONBOW.COM
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